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Discourse Analysis
Semantic meaning (without the context) serves a
pragmatic purpose [pragmatics: what people mean]
Utterance (enunciato). Linguists sometimes use
utterances to simply refer to a unit of speech under
study. The corresponding unit in written language is
text.

Importance of context and shared knowledge.



Discourse Analysis
1- Language in Use

Language as communicative purpose (function)       
Text: actual use, not an abstract unit of language (its 
purpose or function, something to act upon)
What a terms denotes v. what it refers to



Discourse Analysis
Slow Children Crossing

P1’s intention                                  P2’s interpretation
mediated through                             mediated through                          

DISCOURSE                                   DISCOURSE
P1------------------------------------ TEXT ----------------------------------P2 

speaker          encoding decoding listener 
writer reader



Discourse Analysis
Semiotics (Barthes)

• Sign = Signifier  + Signified 

• SIGNIFIER =  physical representation of a thing or of a 
concept. It is the EXPRESSION. 

• SIGNIFIED = meaning. It is the CONTENT. 

• CONTENT may be:
– denotative (the ‘brain’ definition)
– connotative (the ‘deeper’ meaning - see, for ex., the word ‘dog’). 



Discourse Analysis
Semiotics (Barthes)

• “There is no place like home” (Dorothy, “The Wizard 
of Oz”).

• HOME (signifier, physical  representation, the 
expression :  morphological, phonetical, lexical)

• HOME (signified, the content):
Denotative content: the brain definition: home as a 

building, the place where I live;
Connotative content: the deeper meaning, the warmth, 
the atmosphere



Semiotics – Barthes 
• Objects have meanings.

• Such meanings may be:

– symbolic (= connotative meaning)
• they have a metaphorical meaning

– taxonomic (=denotative meaning)
• they are included in a system where things are named and 

organized. 
• They are classified.



Barthes and 
the Rhetoric 
of Images



Semiotics – Barthes

• Objects, regarded as symbols, have connotative
meanings

• Connotative meaning of objects can be:
– Existential

• Related to life but with non-human elements – market
– Aesthetic

• Related to design – for instance, still nature
– Technological

• Related to technology – i.e., when the object is useful for
something else



Discourse Analysis
2- Communication

Dell Hymes’s 4 aspects of communicative competence
- more than grammatical competence to communicate effectively in a 
language; 
- how language is used by members of a speech community to 
accomplish their purposes.

Four kinds of judgment:

1- Whether (and to what degree) something is formally possible

2- Whether (and to what degree) something is feasible

3- Whether (and to what degree) something is appropriate in relation to

the context in which it is used

4- Whether (and to what degree) something is actually performed



Discourse Analysis
2- Communication

1- possible
2- feasible
3- appropriate
4- performed
1- Something possible within a formal system is grammatical
2- Something reasonable to say and unambiguous (e.g., two sisters
were reunited after 8 years at a checking counter);
3- An act of communication which is pragmatically effective
(appropriate in different contexts)
4- Co-occurrence (collocations): patterning in language; idioms;
proverbs: They are been being careful; too many cooks spoil the
broth; by and large; by hook or by crook…..



Examples

• The taxi will be here in  quarter of an hour
• The dog chased the cat. This is the cat the dog 

chased. 
• The cat killed the rat. This is the rat the cat killed. 

This is the rat the cat the dog chased killed
• The rat ate the corn. This is the corn the rat the 

cat the dog chased killed ate
• Visiting aunts can be boring
• Walk v perambulate; he had been being careful



What is the relationship between 
text and image? 



Photography and tourism

• Transcribing reality, 
miniaturising the real

• Giving shape to travel
• Turning sites into sights
• Dominating the landscape

§ Gender and ethnicity



Denotation and Connotation in 
images and texts

• A linguistic message
• A denotative message
• A connotative 

message
• A two-stage 

representational 
construction



The ideational metafunction

• Narrative processes
• Conceptual patterns





The interpersonal metafunction

• Represented and interactive participants
• Pictures and drawings
• The gaze
• Demand vs. offer
• Size of frame and social distance
• Perspective
• Involvement and angles





Modality

• Reliability of messages
• Colours
• Contextualization
• Representation of 

detail
• Depth, illumination 

and brightness



The textual metafunction

• Linguistic and visual structures
• Multimodal texts
• Titles, captions and articles
• The image polysemy







Conclusions

• For the process of constructing meaning, we need 
two systems of representation: a system by which 
anything is correlated with a set of concepts or 
mental representations and language

• Both visual and verbal patterns are not alternative 
means of representing ‘the same thing’. They are 
complementary to each other.


